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FLASHLIGHTS

SMITH & WESSON GALAXY
28 LED FLASHLIGHT

The Galaxy™ Series 2800RBW LED
Flashlight is Constructed from Ano-
dized Aircraft Aluminum in Matte 
Black; Shatterproof, Scratch-Resistant 

Polymer Lens with Anti-Reflective Coating; 
20 White LEDs; 4 Red LEDs; 4 Blue LEDs; 

Double “O” Ring Sealed for Waterproofing and 
Extreme Weather and Corrosion Resistance; Nylon 

Holster with Duty-Belt Sized Opening and Velcro Loop 
Attachment with Spare Battery Compartment.

 P/N 14-03267 ...........$38.50

SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE SMITH AND
WESSON AVIATION FLASHLIGHTS.

FLITELITE A1 TACTICAL
AVIATOR SERIES FLASHLIGHT

Specially designed for the aviator and 
tactical operations to avoid being blinded by 
a flashlight that is too bright in the cockpit. 
The light starts in a programmable memory 
mode, which is user programmable to any 
brightness level desired.

 P/N 13-11259 ...........$46.90

PETZL TACTIKKA CONSTANT HANDSFREE 
LIGHTING + RED / GREEN / BLUE

The Tactikka +RGB is a compact, 
250-lumen headlamp designed for 
activities where stealth is key. This 
hybrid headlamp is powered by the 
included 3xAAA/LR03 batteries or by 
the optional CORE rechargeable bat-

tery. It features a long burn time, proximity or focused lighting for move-
ment, and red/green/blue lighting which is easier on night vision and 
remains stealth. Red/green/blue lighting is easier on the user’s night 
vision while remaining stealth. Powerful 250-lumen light has a long 
burn time. Provides three lighting modes: max autonomy, standard and 
max power. Single button operation is easy to use, even when wearing 
gloves while the headband is easy to slip on and off. Tactikka +RGB 
hybrid headlamps include three standard batteries, and are also compat-
ible with the CORE rechargeable battery ....P/N 11-05096 ...........$59.95

DUO 5 HEADLAMP PETZL LIGHTS  E69
The DUO lamps are ideal for use in wet 
environments, but are not designed for 
prolonged submersion (i.e. diving). 
Features: 
• Waterproof with dual light source: 
focusable halogen bulb and an LED 
module. • Switching on & off, bright-
ness selection, zooming • The DUO 
lamps allow the light to be optimized 

(distance, duration) according to your needs. • Simultaneous use of both 
bulbs is not possible. • Unlocking/locking the bezel
 P/N 11-04996 ...........$99.95

DETACHABLE BULB LIGHTS
This flexible light is available for the Pilots lap desk 

or the Fly informed kneeboard & calculator.
Clear ..................P/N 13-00811 ...........$22.30

FLIGHT OUTFITTERS DUAL COLOR HEADLAMP
Flying at night can be a daunting task. Having 
both hands free to handle the workload during 
these tense situations is extremely important. 
This dual color headlamp puts the right type 
of light right where you need it without tying 
up your hands. Dual switwches allow you to 
turn on just the white light, or just the red light. 
This means you don’’t have to scroll htrough 
different lights and ruin your night vision. 

Each color of light has a high and low setting to maximize battery life.  
Uses 3AAA batteries (included). ...................P/N 13-18183 ...........$29.95

BITE-A-LITE FLASHLIGHT 
MOUTHPIECE

A clever mouthpiece for comfortably holding a flashlight 
with your teeth. Fits most “AA” or “AAA” size quality 
aluminum flashlights. Note: flashlight not included. This 
is the mouth piece only.
Size AA...............................P/N 14-00020 .............$3.95
Size AAA ............................P/N 14-03292 .............$3.95

BRILA™ 550 LED HEADLAMP
The Brila 550 LED Headlamp will stay 
secure for all your outdoor adventures with 
its included top stability strap and even 
weight distribution between the front LED 
and rear battery pack. The easy-to-use 
focus control adjustment provides a long-

distance spot beam or broad flood beam at up to 550 lumens on high 
and runs for up to 55 hours on low. ............P/N 13-22026 ...........$34.85

NEBO SLIM FLASHLIGHT
The NEBO SLIM is a thin, ergonomic 
rechargeable pocket light that outputs 500 
lumens of intense bright light. Equipped with 
full dimming and Power Memory Recall, the 
SLIM also features a pocket clip, collapsible 
hanging hook and powerful magnetic base 
for convenient hands-free lighting.
3 Assorted Colors (Red, Silver, Black)
Nebo MYCRO Pocket Light color is shipped 
randomly. ........P/N 13-22077 ...........$29.99

NEBO MYCRO POCKET LIGHT 
The MYCRO is impossibly bright and 
unbelievably small. Featuring 6 unique 
light modes, including the 400 lumen 
TURBO MODE and 3 LED color options to 
accommodate any situation. The MYCRO is 
small enough to conceal in your hand or fit 

on your key ring. This powerful pocket light even comes with a stainless 
steel necklace chain to keep this light with you wherever you go.
3 Assorted Colors (Red, Silver, Black). Nebo MYCRO Pocket Light color 
is shipped randomly.....................................P/N 13-21854 ...........$29.99

NVIS FINGER LIGHT PRO 
Standard Finger Light Pro lights are 
available in Red or White. These lights are 
not NVIS/NVG compatible. The new Pro 
version powers a 3mm White or Red LED 
specifically selected to match a laser cut 
Lexan filter material.
The 3mm LED is recessed inside inside the 
body of the light. This means less lateral visibility, 

ideal to reduce canopy glare and increase light discipline. It was developed to 
accommodate the F-22, and was tested with several rotorcraft types.
White ...........................................................P/N 13-22225 ...........$18.95
Red ..............................................................P/N 13-22226 ...........$18.95

NEBO TELESCOPIC PEN 
All of the TelePen essentials plus a magnetic cap…now that’s 
something to write home about.
Features: • Ballpoint pen • Telescopic design • 3 black ink refills 
included • Magnetic cap • V-clip key ring attachment

 P/N 13-22313 .............$9.99

MINI LED FLASHLIGHTS
Only 3.5 inches long. NOT water resistant.  DUAL 
Ultra-bright LEDs with lifetimes of 100,000+ 
hours, never break, and provide smoooth illu-
mination. • Thumbwheel Brightness Control 

• Energy Efficient -- Up to 320+ hours at the dim-
mest setting, 12+ hours at the brightest, from one 9V 

Alkaline • Exclusive brightness regulation circuitry -- keeps the LEDs shin-
ing bright as batteries age, • 9 Volt Battery & 20 inch neck strap included
White & Red ................................................P/N 13-04696 ...........$32.80
Red & Green ...............................................P/N 13-04697 ...........$32.80
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